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HISTORY OF THE OAK ISLAND ENTERPRISE - CHAPTER II 

Those who may have read the first chapter of this "sketch" ascertained that it amounted to 
nothing more than a brief narrative of the doings of a few enterprising Nova Scotians, now 
nearly all no more, who were the first to institute a search at Oak Island for the much talked 
about treasure, supposed by many to have been buried there by the redoubtable Captain Kidd. 

This chapter will continue the subject, and treat of the proceedings of those who may be said to 
have formed the second "Oak Island Association".  They became connected with the 
"enterprise" as will be seen at a much later, if not a more successful period in the history. 

After the first Association had abandoned the work in despair, with no more consolatary result 
from all the time and money spent, to reflect upon, other than their fruitless endeavors to reach 
the treasure, strongly reminded them of persons engaged in the vain attempt to fill a headless 
barrel with water, some fifty years glided into eternity without anything notable transpiring in the 
history of Oak Island.  This brings us down to about fifteen years ago.  Then it was that the 
cause was resuscitated by a few individuals who eagerly grasped at the singular history of the 
place given to them by Mr. Lynds and such of his associates as were then living.  These 
accounts being corroborated, and coming from men of known character, caused some of the 
young men of that day to raise a small sum of money to continue the work the old men had 
abandoned.  They felt confident of success, and imagined among themselves that their 
operations, unlike those of their predecessors, would end in something more palatable than 
disaster and defeat. 

It was somewhere about the early part of the summer of 1848 that a gang of men belonging to 
or employed by the second Association, left Truro for Oak Island.  The instructions given to 
these men were, to find the bottom of the old pit, and if possible, to arrive at some satisfactory 
reason for its being dug at a time when the adjoining coast of Nova Scotia, for miles in either 
direction, was altogether unsettled. 

After making the necessary arrangements with Mr. Smith, who then owned the ground, these 
men reopened the old pit a distance of six feet, when they struck the top of the pump sunk by 
their predecessors.  Twelve days after, they were down eighty-six feet and inside of the old 
cribbing.  They found that it remained exactly as discovered by Lynds and did not entertain the 
shadow of a doubt in their own minds, but that the pit had been sunk by some parties long 
before Lynds ever saw the place.  They also considered that something very valuable must be 
at the bottom, as they could not conceive how such a work could have been undertaken but for 
some important purpose.  Like their predecessors, they were in possession of all the accounts 
about Kidd's buried treasure, and like them they firmly believed it was within their reach, if they 
could only surmount the tantalizing difficulties that obstructed their way. 
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They worked on successfully for about a fortnight, when Saturday night arrived.  As the work 
had progressed to that stage where the water set in to disappoint the expectations of the old 
men, and as they supposed they were all but in sight of the treasure, some were anxious to 
continue their labours until they ascertained whether untold wealth or signal disappointment 
should crown their efforts.  But the good sense of the rest over-ruled the desire of those who did 
not appear to enter into the spirit of "Burns' Cottar's Saturday Night", and all further work was 
postponed till Monday Morning. 

Sabbath morning came, and no signs of water, more than usual, appearing in the pit, the men 
left for church at Chester Village with lighter hearts, and, perhaps, easier consciences, than they 
might have had, had this disappointment happened.  At two o'clock they returned from church, 
and to their great surprise found water standing in the pit to the depth of sixty feet, being on a 
level with that in the Bay.  It would be uncharitable to suppose that this circumstance interfered 
with the good effects of the sermon the men had just heard; but one thing is quite certain, they 
considered it as the greatest misfortune they had to encounter. 

The next morning they all set vigourously to work bailing, and had not been long engaged until 
the result appeared as unsatisfactory as taking soup with a fork.  In short, they found 
themselves in the same sad plight experienced by Lynds and his associates, and the thought of 
their meeting with a similar fate chagrined them not a little. 

Notwithstanding the disappointment was great, and the difficulty appeared almost 
insurmountable, as they did not wish to be outdone by the old men, they did not feel disposed to 
drop the work without further efforts.  They accordingly sent to Truro and procured a set of 
mining augers belonging to the late John Ross, Esq.  While the augers were on the way, a 
platform was erected at the top of the water, and a box was driven into the mud at the bottom.  
On their arrival, a bore was commenced at the centre of the bottom of the pit.  Nothing was 
found but soft mud down to the distance, as near as could be judged, of 98 feet from the 
surface.  At this depth, however, the sludge auger striking a hard substance, they put on a 
chisel to see what it was, and found it to be wood.  They cut a hole in this woody obstruction, 
sufficient as they thought, to admit of the sludge auger, but did not make it large enough.  In 
trying to pass it through, it stuck so that it could not be made to move up nor down and to 
withdraw the auger they were obliged to twist it off. 
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This rendered it unfit to bring up coins, whereupon some proposed to send to Pictou for one that 
would.  But the funds were found too low to admit of this suggestion being carried out and the 
delay in getting another auger would occasion more loss of time than they could well afford to 
spare.  Under these circumstances they concluded to do the best they could with the tools they 
had.  The most serviceable of these was the chisel and a ball sludge auger.  They lost no time 
in driving another bore alongside of the first.  After reaching the wooden obstruction in which 
their auger was crippled they withdrew the ball-sludge auger to apply the chisel, and, in doing 
so, brought to the surface a small bunch of what was afterwards supposed by persons likely to 
know, to be a grass peculiar to the Spanish-Main.  For a while, until they had received this 
information, one or two were foolish enough to wonder whether they had not exhumed a portion 
of the scalp of the black man of whom they had been informed by those who derided their 
undertaking.  But fortunately for the "Oak Island" treasure-seekers, pieces of this grass were 
preserved by those who first handled it so if nothing more valuable is found to gladden their 
hearts and rebut the ridicule and contumely lavishly heaped upon them in many quarters, it, as 
well as the wonderful discoveries previously and subsequently made, will remain to denote their 
belief in its being the resting place of Kidd's Treasure, with, to say the least, a mysterious 
significance. 

The chisel having been attached to the auger, they cut through a spruce log about six inches, 
when it dropped a foot and struck a piece of oak timber four and a half inches thick.  On getting 
through the latter they met something harder than wood, and continued boring until the auger 
settled down about 20 inches.  While the auger was passing through this unknown substance, a 
sharp metallic sound greeted the ears of those employed.  It resembled the grating noise a bar 
of iron would make on being worked through a keg of nails.  Twenty inches lower down wood 
was again found, and after getting through it, the same mineral obstruction of a corresponding 
thickness, stood in the way.  Then came wood four and a half inches in thickness, and 
afterwards soil of the same stratum changed into mud. 

The only thing worth saying, that they succeeded in taking out of this bore was part of the head 
of an oak cask.  One end had been cut off, but the other showed the finish of the cooper's knife.  
This apparent success afforded them much encouragement, and for a while proved quite a 
stimulant to their drooping spirits. 
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Wishing to test the thing still further they drove a thin bore close to the others, from which they 
hoped to take out some token of the existence of the great treasure that could not be gainsayed 
by the most incredulous.  This bore, however, was gone through with pretty much the same 
results as the others.  They withdrew the auger several times in hopes that they might fish up 
some of the metallic substance that had served them with fresh energy for the work but in this 
they were sadly disappointed.  All they got instead was some more of the same description of 
grass already referred to - a small piece of wood, broken off the bilge of a cask and afterwards, 
a portion of the hoop that encased it.  The hoop was of birch, and though much discolored had 
bark on it in a good state of preservation.  And from this bore they ascertained that the space 
containing the casks, between the upper and lower wooden obstructions, which they now called 
platforms, occupied six feet.  Within this space no mud had protruded.  Beneath the lower 
platform they continued the bore for a short distance without finding anything besides earth and 
mud.  But from the way in which the auger penetrated this they judged that the earth had at one 
time been removed for at least eight feet below where they had encountered wood.  They also 
drove another bore quite close to the side of the pit, but came across nothing but mud and 
earth. 

At length they grew weary of the work.  They already felt that too large drafts had been made on 
their time, their money, and their patience, to admit of their continuing it any longer.  They 
believed that with all the skill and ingenuity they had displayed, superior to that exhibited by the 
old men, they had now arrived at the goal, past which nothing could take them.  They thought of 
the Dutchman and his anchor, - and of the Irishman who lost his tea-kettle overboard; and then 
looking at themselves and the treasure that lay beneath them, they considered that for all 
practical purposes their relative positions were identical.  Entertaining these views, many of the 
Company retired and left a willing few to struggle on against, as they thought, great odds. 

In endeavouring to reduce the water by bailing, these men found that it kept rising to its former 
position, and as it was quite salt and smelt like bilge water, they thought that it must connect 
with the sea by means of a subterranean channel.  This idea had previously been entertained, 
but as many considered it absurd, no attention had been paid to it.  It was now acted upon and 
a thorough search was set on foot to see whether such a drain was real or imaginary.  A good 
deal of care and attention was given to the matter when the latter conclusion was generally 
considered the correct one.  Those engaged gave up the search as hopeless and retired to their 
house with one exception.  He remained strolling along the beach without any particular object 
in view.  On reaching the Cove on the east side of the Island his attention was attracted to a 
small stream of clear water issuing from the bank, the tide being then out.  As the day was 
warm, and he being very thirsty, he approached the stream for a drink, when he was surprised 
to find that it was a salt spring. 
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On making this discovery known to his associates they at once proceeded to the spot and soon 
discovered five well-made drains of small size entering the bank at low water mark.  They 
removed the covering as well as they could and found that the stones forming the arch of the 
drain were coated with a layer of the same kind of grass they had found on the top of the upper 
platform in the old pit at a distance of ninety-eight feet from the surface.  In investigating the 
drains further they found that they connected with one of larger dimensions, the stones forming 
which had been prepared with a hammer and were mechanically laid in such a way that the 
drain could not collapse.  There were a number of tiers of stones strengthening the higher part 
of the drain, on the top of which was also found a coating of the same sort of grass as that 
already noticed.  Over it came a layer of blue sand, such as before had not been seen on the 
Island.  And over the sand was spread the gravel indigenous to the coast. 

Having laid bare the large drain for a short distance into the bank, they found that it had been so 
well made and protected that no earth had sifted through its arch to obstruct water passing 
through it.  

They then attempted to follow the inward direction of the drain in search of a perpendicular 
shaft, but on account of the surrounding soil being so soft and so much saturated with water it 
was given up as impracticable. 

Failing in this, they next resolved to sink a shaft from the upland on a range between the drain 
and the old pit. 

After several days hard labor the proposed shaft was sunk to the depth of seventy-four feet, at 
which distance the drain was struck.  The ground being much lower here than it was higher up, 
their task was much lighter than it would otherwise have been; for had they have commenced 
on a dead-level with the old pit the shaft would require to have been sunk one hundred and four 
feet.  But before they were aware of it water came in upon them at a rapid rate and drove them 
from the pit.  It rose to the same height it stood in the old one.  In order to stop the water they 
threw in several tons of earth and stone to prevent its return after they had bailed out what was 
already in.  This done they drove a number of piles into the bottom to prevent, if possible, the 
water passing through the drain. Up to this period in the history of the "enterprise" several shafts 
had been sunk on the Island, but in only two of them were they aware of the water causing any 
annoyance - this and the old pit - and as they knew that the drain conveyed the water into this 
pit, they felt satisfied that it also connected with the other one. 
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They next attempted to bail the water out of the old pit to see if the piles driven across the drain 
at the new one would prevent its recurrence.  After bailing a short time they found that the water 
did not rise with its usual rapidity and this they looked upon as a result gratifying to their 
expectations.  But they soon were disappointed in learning that the result was of such a trivial 
nature that it could not insure to a continuation of their labors the success they so ardently 
desired. 

Winter coming on, and having no stable for their horses, they resolved to defer further 
operations till the ensuing Spring; and in the meantime they hoped to raise money enough to 
drive the work to a successful issue.  Spring came, but nothing was done at Oak Island, as the 
calls for money among the members of the Association were as poorly responded to as those 
recently made among the share-holders of the Great Eastern in the interests of that unfortunate 
ship.  And for about a period of nine years this state of things continued, during which time the 
mining lease of the second "Oak Island Association" expired, and on its expiration its existence 
may be said to have terminated, notwithstanding, as will be seen in another chapter, members 
of that Association composed the nucleus of a third. 

A member 

Of The Oak Island Association. 

Truro, Dec. 22, 1863. 
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